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Abstract. The practice of textual and numerical information processing
often involves the need to analyze and test a database for the presence
of items that differ substantially from other records. Such items, referred
to as outliers, can be successfully detected using linguistic summaries.
In this paper, we extend this approach by the use of non-monotonic
quantifiers and interval-valued fuzzy sets. The results obtained by this
innovative method confirm its usefulness for outlier detection, which is
of significant practical relevance for database analysis applications.
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1 Introduction

Fuzzy sets (also known as uncertain sets) and fuzzy logic have been jointly used
to deal with the uncertainty related to human perception and classification [1,
2]. This methodology enables the modeling of uncertainty features. It allows one
to represent, in an integrated way, the uncertainty of qualitative terms based on
quantitative aspects of various phenomena. Linguistic summarization based on
fuzzy concepts has been found to be a useful method for the qualitative analysis
of databases, including outlier detection [3].

The concept of an outlier, as related to data analysis, has been widely dis-
cussed in the literature, and consequently, many definitions of this term have
been proposed, e.g. [4–6]. Information outliers represent information granules
that are unexpected, occur rarely, or exhibit abnormal characteristics. Outlier
detection is a crucial step in many data mining applications, as the presence
of outliers in a data set may translate into serious errors. When using com-
putational approaches, the representation of information hidden in the records
of big databases must be extracted in a human-friendly form. In data mining
and knowledge discovery tasks, outliers are understood as a degree of deviation
from a specified information pattern. The present paper examines databases that
contain both numeric and textual records.
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In general, there are two approaches to detecting outliers: they may be either
eliminated at the stage of data preparation [7, 8] or saved [9]. In the latter case,
the unique objects are defined as small clusters that are dissimilar to the other
data. The basis for the approach presented is Yager’s [10–12] idea of linguistic
summaries and the selected extensions developed by Kacprzyk and Zadrozny
[13–17]. This paper provides a new insight into how this idea may be applied to
the problem of outlier detection. The innovative approach presented involves the
use of two concepts: non-monotonic quantifiers and interval-valued fuzzy sets,
both applicable to outlier detection problems arising in practice. Specifically, we
examine the usefulness of non-monotonic quantifiers for outlier detection meth-
ods based on linguistic summarization of database contents. The present study
endeavors to show that non-monotonic interval-valued fuzzy sets can provide a
more significant value of the degree of truth of a linguistic summary.

The content of this work is split into several sections. In Section 2, a brief sur-
vey of related literature is presented. Basic definitions of non-monotonic interval-
valued fuzzy quantifiers are given in Section 3. In the next section, the concept
of a linguistic summary and the way of its generation is explained. The practi-
cal rules for determining the degree of truth for monotonic and non-monotonic
quantifiers are demonstrated in Section 4. Section 5 begins by introducing the
concept of an outlier and presents the procedure of outlier detection using linguis-
tic summaries. Section 6 demonstrates the practical application of the concept of
outlier detection using linguistic summaries and two types of quantifiers, namely
interval-valued monotonic and non-monotonic ones. Finally, our conclusions are
drawn in Section 7.

2 Related works

The past decade has seen the rapid development of outlier detection methods.
Often designed for a particular type of data, these methods have been used in
many varied applications, for example, medical research, where the outlier is
defined as an anomaly or pathogen [18–20].

Outlier detection is also often used in public monitoring systems [21], climate
change research [22], computer networks — for identifying hacker attacks [4, 23],
banking — for detecting fraud and fraudulent transactions on credit cards [24],
or in manufacturing — for detection of defects [25]. The classic approach to
outlier detection is based on distance or density. There are also other methods
dedicated to specific types of data.

As observed by Kacprzyk and Zadrożny [17, 26], there is an ongoing trend
towards natural language-based knowledge discovery systems. Many researchers
have demonstrated the use of linguistic summaries in decision-making processes
[15–17, 27–29]. In [30, 31], linguistic summaries based on classic and interval-
valued fuzzy sets were successfully applied to outlier detection tasks. As demon-
strated in [32, 33], outlier detection can also be performed using monotonic quan-
tifiers.
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Non-monotonicity is closely related to default conclusions. Many papers have
presented the usefulness of this kind of formalism for developing natural language-
based systems, e.g. [34–37]. The new aspect of this work lies in the use of non-
monotonic interval-valued fuzzy quantifiers. We demonstrate that linguistic sum-
maries supported by non-monotonic interval-valued fuzzy quantifiers may prove
even more useful than previous outlier detection solutions.

3 Non-monotonic quantifiers and interval-valued fuzzy
implementation

The concept of a linguistic variable, introduced by Zadeh [38, 39], enables the
description of complex and ill-defined phenomena, which are difficult to specify
using quantitative methods.

The concepts used in the natural language, such as less than, almost half,
about, hardly, few, can be interpreted as mathematically fuzzy linguistic concepts
determining the number of objects that meet a given criterion. Note that relative
quantifiers are defined on the interval of real numbers [0; 1]. They describe the
relationship of objects that meet the summary feature for all objects in the
analyzed data set. Absolute quantifiers are defined on a set of non-negative real
numbers. They describe the exact number of objects that meet the summary
feature.

A linguistic quantifier being a determination of the cardinality is then a fuzzy
set or a single value of the linguistic variable describing the cardinality of objects
that meet specific characteristics.

In practical solutions, monotone quantifiers are defined as classic fuzzy sets
or interval fuzzy sets. For example, the linguistic variable Q = {few} can be a
trapezoidal or triangular fuzzy membership function. It can also be designated
as a function in the form of a fuzzy interval set.

Obviously, not all quantifiers of practical significance meet the condition of
monotonicity [28]. The few and very few quantifiers are of particular importance
in the context of detecting abnormal objects.

The quantifiers should be normal and convex. Normal — because the height
of the fuzzy set representing the quantifiers is equal to 1. Convex — because
for any λ ∈ [0, 1], µQ(λx1 + (λ − 1)x2) ≥ min(µQ(x1) + µQ(x2)), where Q is a
chosen, relevant quantifier, e.g. fe", and x1, x2 ∈ X are the objects considered.

We use the L−R fuzzy number to model the quantifiers with the membership
function, where L,R : [0, 1] −→ [0, 1] non-decreasing shape functions and L(0) =
R(0) = 0, L(1) = R(1) = 1. If the term few is a non-monotonic quantifier, it can
be defined as a membership function in the form of (1).

µQ(r) =


L( r−a

b−a ) r ∈ [a, b]

1 r ∈ [b, c]

0 otherwise

R(d−r
d−c ) r ∈ [c, d]

(1)
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The function (1) can be written as a combination of functions L and R defined
by equations (2) and (3).

µQL
(r) =


0 r < a

L( r−a
b−a ) r ∈ [a, b]

1 r > b

(2)

µQR
(r) =


0 r < c

R( r−c
d−c ) r ∈ [c, d]

1 r > d

(3)

In interval-valued fuzzy sets, the degree of membership to the set is defined
as an interval of real numbers [0; 1]. Thus, we obtain two membership functions:
lower membership function µ, which determines the minimum degree of mem-
bership of an element, and upper membership function µ, which determines the
maximum degree of the membership.

Having defined the linguistic variable Q as a non-monotonic interval-valued
fuzzy set, we make similar changes for equations (1) as (4) where µQ(x) is cal-
culated as (5) and µQ(x) as (6).

µQ(x) = [µQ(x), µQ(x)] (4)

According to the definition of interval-valued fuzzy sets, we can define a
non-monotonic quantifier Q (1) as interval-valued fuzzy set as (5) and (6).

µQ(r) =


L( r−a

b−a ) r ∈ [a, b]

1 r ∈ [b, c]

0 otherwise

R( r−d
d−c ) r ∈ [c, d]

(5)

µQ(r) =


L( r−a

b−a
) r ∈ [a, b]

1 r ∈ [b, c]

0 otherwise

R(d−r
d−c

) r ∈ [c, d]

(6)

Additionally, it is known that µQ(x) as Q non-monotonic quantifiers can be
written as a combination of functions (2) and (3) as (7) and (8), where µQL

,
µQL

, µQR
and µQR

are determined by (9), (10), (11) and (12).

µQL
(x) = [µQL

(x), µQL
(x)] (7)

µQR
(x) = [µQR

(x), µQR
(x)] (8)

µQL
(r) =


0 r < a

L( r−a
b−a ) r ∈ [a, b]

1 r > b

(9)
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µQL
(r) =


0 r < a

L( r−a
b−a

) r ∈ [a, b]

1 r > b

(10)

µQR
(r) =


0 r < c

R( r−c
d−c ) r ∈ [c, d]

1 r > d

(11)

µQR
(r) =


0 r < c

R( r−c
d−c

) r ∈ [c, d]

1 r > d

(12)

In the following sections, the above definitions of non-monotonic quantifiers are
used.

4 Linguistic summary

The collection of linguistic variables, referred to as linguistic quantifiers, is the
expert knowledge used in linguistic summaries. This linguistic summary in a
strictly structured form, expressed in a natural (or close to natural) language,
is generated on the basis of the information contained in the information sys-
tem and expert knowledge in the particular field. The definition of a linguistic
summary is given by Def. 1.

Def. 1 Yager’s linguistic summary
Yager’s linguistic quantifier is in the form of ordered four elements
< Q;P ;S;T >
where:
Q - a linguistic quantifier, or quantity in agreement, which is a fuzzy determi-
nation of amount. Quantifier Q determines how many records in the analyzed
database fulfill the required condition - have the characteristic S;
P - the subject of summary; the actual objects stored in the database;
S - the summarizer, i.e., the feature by which the database is scanned;
T - the degree of truth; it determines the extent to which the result of the sum-
mary, expressed in a natural language is true.

According to the definition of linguistic summaries, we get the response in
the natural language of the form:
Q objects being P are (have a feature) S [the degree of truth of this statement
is [T ], or in short:
Q P are/have the property S [T ].

Generating natural language responses as Yager’s summaries consists of cre-
ating all possible expressions for the predefined quantifiers and summarizers of
the analyzed set of objects. The value of the degree of truth for each summary
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is determined according to formula T = µQ(r), where r is defined in (13). The
value r is determined for each attribute ai ∈ A. We determine the membership
function µA(ai), thus defining how well attribute ai matches characteristic S.

r =

∑n
i=1(µR(ai)·µS(bi))∑n

i=1 µR(ai)
(13)

For linguistic summaries that apply interval-valued fuzzy sets, we obtain the
value of the degree of truth in the form of an interval, not a number. It is possible
to introduce interval-valued fuzzy sets for sets of linguistic variables Q or features
R, S. We then get T in the form (14).

T = [T , T ] = [µ
Q
(r), µQ(r)] (14)

If features R or S are defined as an interval-valued fuzzy set, then r = [r, r]
is defined as follows (15).

[r, r] = [

∑n
i=1(µR

(ai) · µS
(bi)∑n

i=1 µR
(ai)

,

∑n
i=1(µR(ai) · µS(bi)∑n

i=1 µR(ai)
] (15)

The application of non-monotonic linguistic quantifiers to linguistic sum-
maries affects the manner of calculating the degree of truth. For linguistic sum-
maries with the defined interval-valued non-monotonic quantifiers, the degree of
truth is determined as (16).

T = [(µQL
(r)− µQR

(r)), (µQL
(r)− µQR

(r))] (16)

The membership function for the classifier is selected by the user, i.e. the
expert. For non-monotonic quantifiers obtained in the linguistic summary, the
value of the degree of truth could be higher. The summary becomes more reliable,
which is important for detecting exceptions.

5 Detection of Outliers

An outlier is treated as a single element or a very small group of objects which, in
comparison with other objects in the database, differ in the values of the analyzed
feature. Let us define the concept of an outlier using a linguistic summary.

Def. 2 Let:
X = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} for N ∈ N be a finite, non-empty set of objects;
S be a finite, non-empty set of attributes (features) of the set of objects X,
S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn};
Q be non-monotonic interval-valued quantifiers defining the requested low cardi-
nality.
A collection of objects (the subjects of a linguistic summary) are called
outliers if Q objects having the feature S is a true statement in the
sense of interval-valued fuzzy logic. If the linguistic summary of Q objects
in the P is/has S, [T , T ] has [T , T ] > 0 (therefore, it is true in the sense of fuzzy
logic) which means that outliers have been found.
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The procedure for detecting outliers using linguistic summaries according to
Def. 2 begins with defining a set of linguistic values Q = {Q1, Q2, ..., Qn}. For
example, Q1=very few, Q2 = few, Q3 = many, Q4=almost all. The next step is
to calculate the value of r according to the procedure for generating the linguistic
summary described in Section 4.

As for detecting outliers using linguistic summaries, according to Def. 1, the
most important elements are linguistic variables defining cardinality as very few,
few,little, almost none, etc. If for the linguistic variable Qi (e.g. Q1=very few,
Q2 = few) defined according to Def. 1, the value of a measure [T , T ] > 0,
then the resulting sentence is true in the sense of Zadeh’s fuzzy logic, and thus,
according to Def. 2, outliers have been detected.

In the practical applications [30, 32, 3, 40], the authors took into account a
maximum of two variables characterizing the outliers. In such a case, four re-
sponses are possible.

The same assumptions should be made when the set of linguistic variables is
determined by interval-values fuzzy sets. According to the definition of linguistic
summary, in which the set of linguistic variables Q is defined as interval-valued
fuzzy sets, we obtain the degree of truth for each generated sentence in the
form of (14) for monotonic quantifiers and (16) for non-monotonic quantifiers.
Outliers are found if the interval-valued fuzzy T contains values greater than 0.
Then, four responses are possible, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Types of responses of the system based on interval-valued fuzzy sets, with
two quantifiers Q1 and Q2: very few and few.

Response Degree of truth Result
Q1 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ] = [0, 0] Outliers were found
Q2 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ] > [0,0] for the linguistic variable Q2

Q1 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ] > [0,0] Outliers were found
Q2 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ] = [0,0] for the linguistic variable Q1

Q1 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ] > [0,0] Outliers were found
Q2 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ] > [0,0] for the linguistic variables Q1 and Q2

Q1 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ]=[0,0] Outliers were not found
Q2 P is (has) S [T , T ] [T , T ] =[0,0]

6 Practical examples

The dataset used for the present analysis is composed of publicly available data
from Statistics Poland [41]. It is a collection of 20 attributes on the basis of
which we may reason about the financial liquidity of enterprises. The attributes
are: company size, short-term liabilities, long-term liabilities, company assets,
number of employees, financial liquidity ratio, bankruptcy risk, etc. The novelty
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of the present approach and its practical evaluation lies in the introduction of
non-monotonic quantifiers based on interval-valued fuzzy sets.

The method of detecting outliers using linguistic summaries is demonstrated
using two queries.
Query 1:
How many enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group with
a high risk of bankruptcy?
Query 2:
How many enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group?

A bankruptcy risk score is a number that indicates whether a company or
an individual has a high probability of becoming insolvent. There is no single,
universally agreed-upon index of measurement [42, 43]. For example, the Alt-
man Z-score [44] relies on five financial factors: profitability, leverage, liquidity,
solvency and activity. In the banking sector, it is common practice to employ
various bankruptcy risk scoring methodologies as a tool for assessing people’s
creditworthiness [45]. Below, we present a linguistically motivated approach to
bankruptcy risk estimation. The exact definition of linguistic expressions such
as low, medium, high etc. depends on the policy adopted by a given financial
institution. A similar linguistic approach can be applied to the liquidity, prof-
itability, leverage, solvency, and activity ratios used in the Altman Z-score. The
analysis of bankruptcy risk involves two key steps: definition of uncertainty levels
and estimation of the impact of uncertainty. One also needs a bridge between
the qualitative and quantitative analysis. This bridge is provided by the fuzzy
sets theory where the shapes of membership functions and their parameters are
defined by the users or domain experts.

The linguistic variables describing the risk of bankruptcy are expressed as
low, medium and high values. The current liquidity ratio of the company is
expressed as very low, low, medium, or high. All values of bankruptcy risk (low,
medium, high) are determined as trapezoidal membership functions:

Tr[a, b, c, d];
Trlow[0, 0, 0, 2, 0.4];
Trmedium[0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9];
Trhigh[0.6, 0.8, 1, 1].

The membership functions of the current liquidity indicator are defined in a
similar way.

The value of the coefficient rquery1 is calculated as (17), where cls is a current
liquidity indicator and risk is the risk of bankruptcy for Query 1 and (18) for
Query 2. The definition of monotonic quantifiers is not change for Query 2.

rquery1 =

∑n
i=1(µrisk(ai) · µcli(bi))∑n

i=1 µrisk(ai)
= 0.28 (17)

rquery2 =

∑n
i=1(µrisk(ai) · µc(bi))∑n

i=1 µrisk(ai)
= 0.34 (18)
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6.1 Quantifier Q as a monotonic interval-valued fuzzy set

Let us now consider a set of linguistic variables defined by interval-valued fuzzy
sets. For the variable Q1 there are two membership functions, namely Q1 and
Q1, defined by the trapezoidal membership functions. Fig. 1 shows a graphical
representation of the membership function of a set of linguistic variablesQ1=very
few and Q2=few defined by interval-valued fuzzy sets.

Fig. 1. Graphical presentation of the membership function of linguistic variables very
few and few defined by interval-valued fuzzy sets.

The coefficient r is calculated according to equations (17) and (18) for Query
1 and Query 2, respectively. The value of the degree of truth for Q defined as
an interval-valued fuzzy set is calculated as (14).

The obtained linguistic summaries have the following values of measure T .
Query 1:
Very few enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group with a
high risk of bankruptcy T [0.2; 0.67].
Few enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group with a high
risk of bankruptcy T [0.53; 0.86].
Many enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group with a high
risk of bankruptcy T [0; 0].
Almost all enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group with
a high risk of bankruptcy T [0; 0]

For the linguistic variable Q1 = very few and Q2=few, defined in accordance
with Def. 2, the sentences are true in the sense of Zadeh’s logic. Thus, the outliers
have been found. A graphical interpretation of the determined degree of truth
for the variable Q defined as an interval-valued fuzzy set is given in Fig.2.

Query 2:
Very few enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0.0; 0.1].
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Fig. 2. Graphical presentation of the determined degree of truth for Q1=very few and
Q2=few.

Few enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0.93; 1].
Many enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0; 0].
Almost all enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0; 0].
Outliers were found for Query 2 for linguistic variables Q1 and Q2.

6.2 Quantifier Q as non-monotonic interval-valued fuzzy set

For quantifiers Q defined as non-monotonic interval-valued fuzzy sets, the rele-
vant membership functions are defined according to (9), (10), (11), (12). Conse-
quently, the linguistic variable Q1= very few is defined using four membership
functions µQ

L1
, µQ

R1
, µQL1, µQR1 and r = 0.28. The degree of true T is deter-

mined using the equation (16).
The generated linguistic summaries are:

Query 1:
Very few enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group of a
high risk of bankruptcy T [0.2; 0.7].
Few enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group of a high risk
of bankruptcy T [0.53; 0.86].
Many enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group of a high
risk of bankruptcy T [0; 0].
Almost all enterprises with a high current liquidity ratio are in the group of a
high risk of bankruptcy T [0; 0]

Query 2:
Very few enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0.0; 0.1].
Few enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0.95; 1].
Many enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0; 0].
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Almost all enterprises with low profitability are in the high-risk group T [0; 0].

The conducted research and experiments confirm that it is possible to detect
outliers using linguistic summaries. In addition, the work verified the functioning
of the proposed method for non-monotonic quantifiers. The functioning of the
method for monotonic classifiers was also shown in [33, 3, 32, 30]. It was found
that the increase of the degree of truth for non-monotonic quantifiers as normal
fuzzy sets is of particular importance as compared to the monotonic quantifiers
used as normal fuzzy sets.

For the first query and the very few quantifier defined by a normal fuzzy set,
the degree of truth equal to 0.2 was obtained. In the case where very few was
defined as a non-monotonic normal fuzzy set, the result was 0.7. There is no
doubt that outliers were detected in both cases. It should be emphasized that
the increase in T for Q non-monotonic normal fuzzy set results in the validation
of our research. We have received a greater degree of truth. For the second query,
no outliers were detected for the quantifier Q=very few defined as a normal fuzzy
set. However, after using the non-monotonic quantifier, the value of truth was
0.1. Thus, the degree of truth increased.

The results of the degree of truth for the monotonic and non-monotonic quan-
tifiers very few and few are given in Table 2. In the case of interval-valued fuzzy
sets, the degree of truth obtained for monotonic and non-monotonic quantifiers
was similar or the same. An increase in the degree of truth was observed for
both Query 1 and Query 2.

Table 2. The results of the degree of truth for the monotonic and non-monotonic
quantifiers very few and few.

Query 1 monotonic non-monotonic
very few (normal fuzzy set) 0.2 0.7

few (normal fuzzy set) 0.86 0.86
very few (interval-valued fuzzy set) [0.2;0.67] [0.2;0.7]

few (interval-valued fuzzy set) [0.53;0.86] [0.55;0.86]
Query 2

very few (normal fuzzy set) 0.0 0.1
few (normal fuzzy set) 1 1

very few (interval-valued fuzzy set) [0.0;0.1] [0.0;0.1]
few (interval-valued fuzzy set) [0.93;1] [0.95;1]

7 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a novel method for outlier detection. The solution pre-
sented provides the user with human-understandable natural language responses,
in the form of fuzzy numerical values given as linguistic variables. The response
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generated by the system concerns a linguistic variable, which constitutes a lin-
guistic specification of the records found, e.g., about a half, not many, a lot,
almost all, etc.

As demonstrated by practical examples, the application of non-monotonic
interval-fuzzy sets, which characterize the least numerous groups of objects (very
few, few), thus corresponding to the definition of an outlier, improves the relia-
bility of the results, as it leads to an increase in the degree of truth of a linguistic
summary. This proves the usefulness of our method for outlier detection.
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